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abstract Z'-bosons arc known to naturally exist in well-motivated extensions of the Standard Model. The mass of Z'-boson is considered in an
■(HlO)-based model We have used the low energy parameters and the estimated value so obtained is accessible to experiments at low energies
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Introduction
'he pre.sence o f additional Z'-boson is predicted in a certain 
lass of Grand Unified Theories (GUTs) 11 ] with a gauge group 
iho.se rank is higher than that o f the Standard Model (SM). In 
adiiional GUTs, the scale o f the Z ' mass is arbitrary. However, 
n perturbative heterotic string models with supergravity 
ledialed supersymmetry breaking, the U H Y  and electroweak 
caking are both driven by a radiative mechanism, with their 
L'alcs set by the soft supersymmetry breaking parameters, 
plying that the Z ' mass should be less than around 1 TeV
3]. The additional gauge boson Z ' can mix with the
ypercharge U(l)y^ gauge boson through the kinetic term at 
ive the electroweak scale, and also it can mix with the Standard 
i)del Z-boson after the electroweak symmetry is spontaneously 
oken. Through those mixings, the Z'-boson can affect the 
Jeetroweak observables at the Z-pole and W-boson mass 
oth Z- Z ' mixing and Z ' contribution can be explored directly 
experiment f4]. There has also been the study on the effect o f 
-boson in the electroweak phase transition [5] with the mass 
-boson = 400 GeV. There is a strong first-order 
lectroweak phase transition with reasonable large value o f Higgs 
ass to explain cosmological phenomena o f Baryogenesis in 
electroweak scale rather than GUT scale. However, there are 
‘^^gent limits on the mass o f an extra Z ' from the non- 
'servation of direct production followed by decays into e'^ e~ 
^ by the Collider Detector at Fermilab (CDF) [6], while
indirect constraints from the precision data also limit the Z ' 
mass (weak neutral current processes and Large Electron 
Positron Collider (LEP II)) and the Z  —Z ' mixing angle O 
severely 17,8]. These limits are model-dependent, but are typically 
in the range > 0(500) GeV  and |6>| < few'KlOT^ for 
standard GUT models. A  Z ' could be relevant to the NuTeV 
experiment [9] and, if  the couplings are not family universal 
[7,10], to the anomalous value o f the forward-back ward 
asymmetry [8]. (Earlier hints o f a discrepancy in atomic
parity violation have largely disappeared due to improved 
calculations o f radiative corrections 111].) There is, thus, both 
theoretical and experimental motivation for an additional Z ' , 
most likely in the range o f 500 GeV - 1 TeV. Also, in this mass 
range, it should be possible to carry out significant diagnostic 
probes o f Z ' couplings at the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) 
and at a future Next Linear Collider (NLC ) [3], which would 
complement those from the precision experiments [8l. The 
existence o f the Z'-boson would also suggest a spectrum o f 
sparticles considerably different than most versions o f the 
Minimal Supersymmetric Standard Model (MSSM) [12]. Here, 
we investigate the mass o f Z'-boson in SU (2) x i/ (l) x (7(1) 
model, which is a subgroup o f SO( 10).
This paper is organized as follows: in Section 2, we give a 
brief account o f the 5(7 (2) x (7(1) x (7(1) model, which is a 
subgroup o f S<9( 10). When the symmetry group breaks down to 
(7( 1) , the additional Z ' -gauge boson acquires mass. We also
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discuss the mass relations between particles in the model. In 
Section 3, we evaluate the mass o f Z '-boson  using the 
experimental values o f parameters. We summarize the result at 
the end-
2. The model and mass relations
The Standard Model o f the eleclroweak and strong interactions 
describes nearly all-exfjerimental data available today (13]. The 
SM IS based on the gauge group Sfy (3)^-X 56/(2);^ xL^ (l)y  , 
or G32, ‘ In 1974, Georgi and Glashow [ I ) showed that the smallest 
simple gauge group C7, which can contain the SM gauge group, 
is G = SU{5). The number n o f neutral gauge bosons o f a GUT is 
given by n = rank [G|. We have rank [5G(5)| = 4. Therefore, there 
is no room for additional neutral gauge bosons in the SU(5) 
GUT. A ll GUTs with gauge groups larger than SU (5 ) predict 
atleast one extra neutral gauge boson Z ' . It was shown by 
Fritzsch and Minkowski in 1975 [J J that the next interesting 
gauge group larger than SU(5) is SOi 10). The group SO( 10) has 
rank 5, so the 50(10) GUT does predict the existence o f a Z ' . 
Also, since 50 ( 10) has a larger rank than that o f G^2 i* Ihere are 
several ways in which it can be broken down to G^ -^ j. For example,
5 0 (1 0 )-> 5 G (3 )c -x 5 0 (2 )z .x G (l )y  x O ( l ) ,  , ( 1 )
5 0 (3 )^  x 5 G (2);^ X S U (2 )ff x G ( l ) . (2)
The first chain leads to the additional Z '  -gauge boson [14], 
while the second chain yields the Left-Right Symmetric Model 
(L R S M ) [15 ] which extends the SM  gauge group to 
5f/(2)jr x S U (2 )ff  x G ( l )  with a right-handed charged boson 
as well as an additional neutral current.
Let us consider eq. (1), which is our desired model. While 
the symmetry group breaks down to 5G (3)<-xG (l)^^, , the 
additional Z '  gauge boson acquires mass. In the symmetry 
breaking scheme o f eq. (1), the Z ' is conventionally called Z^ . 
The generator o f the Z^ commutes with the SU (5 ) generators, 
so the fermionic couplings o f the Z^ are the same for all fermions 
in an SU(5) multiplet. The mass o f the Z^ depends on the 
structure o f  the Higgs sector: ntz^ may be up to ) .
For at least one choice o f Higgs bosons [ 14], the Z^ may have 
a mass as low as a few hundred GeV. Our calculations will also 
prove this statement later in Section 3.
The Higgs doublet o f  the Standard Model is given by 116]
^  1
V2 + J
The vacuum expectation value k is directly related to tht 
effective strength o f  low-energy weak interactions H41 
Experimentally, it is shown that k = 246 GeV. The symmeir 
breaking 5G (2 )^  x G(l)y. G (l)^^ takes place becauscu} 
the non-zero value o f the vacuum expectation value of the ficH 
k = 246 GeV [17]. This vacuum expectation value can be 
determined by the minimization o f the effective potential The 
effective potential can be written as
6 1 2




The mass generating term comes from the interaction term
t
( 0 ^0 ) (D^d>) where the covariant derivative is
-  ' g "B ; Y  ,
where c r 's are the Pauli isospin matrices, W^ ,^ are gauge hoson 
o f 5 G (2 )/ , and B " are the vector bosons of the i\u 
G (l)'s ; gy g ' and g "  are the coupling constants, respectivib 
The (p -dependent mass squares o f al I the particles of the mode 




where . ^ 2 * 03 Golstone bosons. Let us consider
the field 0  has a non-zero vacuum expectation value, (<?>) = k .
where friQ(0) is the mass function o f each G o ld sto n c  hos^  
Quadratic divergences [18] in the Standard Model wcre<'
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studied by Veltman [19] in the context o f Dimensional 
Regularization (D REG ). He showed that in the case o f 
regularization by Dimensional Reduction (DRED) [20] method, 
,n the absence o f quadratic divergences at one loop in the S M , 
the relation between the mass squares o f the particles could be 
written as
12m  ^ = 3/ri// -f 4- 3m  ^4- 3/^ '^ (13)
where , Wvv ’ ' " 'z ' *^*e the masses <^ f Higgs boson,
Vl/ boson, Z’ boson, Z'-boson and top quark, respectively, 
I ’his equation has been derived in Ref. [21]. Eq. (13) rc||ders the 
radiative corrections to the Higgs*boson mass free o f (Quadratic 
divergences at one loop. From eq. (13), it is clear|that the 
coefTicients of the terms and are 2{d ' ~ \y^{d' -\ )
and (r/ '-1), respectively, where and is the
metric tensor. For DRED method, = 4 ; but in the 
conventional Dimensional Regularization (DREG) method, 
d' - d  where
d = 4 - ^ .  
L
(14)
and L fs the number o f loops. Here, we consider one loop in the 
Standard Model, hence eq. (13) becomes
12/«/ = 3/n// 4- 2m^  4- /n? 4- . (15)
This is the relation between the mass squares o f the particles 
in DREG at one loop in the Standard Model.
3. Results and discussion
j In this section, we want to calculate the mass o f Z"'-bosoni
 ^ using the experimental values o f the parameters in eqs. (13) and 
(15;. The value o f in the analysis gives = 88^ 5?
122) with global fit o f electro weak data [23]. However, in a 
supersymmetric extension o f the Standard Model, there is always
I one light Higgs boson with mass <130 GeV  in the minimal 
version and nif^  < 200 GeV  in a more general one, but the only 
available information on the lower limit o f > 114.1 GeV is 
established, at 95 % confidence level, on the mass o f the Standard 
Model Higgs boson atLEP [24]. However, if  the SM is extended 
U) the GUT scale -  10 *^ GeV, including top quark loops
the running coupling, the Higgs mass would roughly lie in 
the range o f 130 GeV < m„ <  180 GeV [25]. In another 
consideration [26], it has been shown that the mass o f has 
the upper limit < 200 GeV, whereas the cross section for 
 ^ nHH  [27], is consistent with the mass limit 1.5 TeV < 
1.6 TeV. There is some evidence for the detection o f Higgs 
boson at its mass o f about 115 GeV, from electron-positron 
‘Attractions at LEP [28]. Renton [29] has estimated the mass o f
Higgs boson in the range o f 100 - 2(X) GeV. Recently, we [30] 
have predicted the mass o f H iggs boson in a flavour- 
independent potential model as niy ^ 120 GeV .
We lake = 80.4245 ± 0.038 GeV, = 91.1876 ± 0.0021 
GeV and m, = 178.l!^ ^^ ^^  GeV [31 ] for our calculations. With 
these values, our calculations give a set o f values o f mas.ses as:
m^. = 562.3 ± 3,1 (3eV 
and m„ = 120.0 ± 5.0 GeV. (16)
Again if we take 100 GeV, we get =573.9 GeV and
for niff — 200 G eV , we get ni/> = 489.2 G eV .
A  broad class o f supersymmetric extensit^ns o f the .Standard 
Model predict a Z ' -boson whose mass is naturally in the range 
o f 250GeV < m^  ^ < 2  TeV [32]. There exists an experimental 
lower limit o f about 500 GeV [33] for the Z ' -gauge bo.son in the 
interaction comparable to the other couplings o f the Standard 
Model. However, the lower mass limit can be as low as 130 GeV 
[34] if the coupling is weak. In the analysis o f the decays o f B~ 
meson in Z ' -mediated flavour-changing neutial current (FCNC) 
consideration [ 35], it has set a model-dependent lower bound o f 
mass o f Z ' -boson around 500 GeV and the upper bound around 
1 TeV. Carena eta l [36] have studied the discovery potential o f 
the Tevatron for a Z'-boson. From their study, the D-Zero 
detector (DO) [37] and the Collider Detector at Fermilab (CDF) 
[38] experiments are expected to probe Z'-boson mas.ses in 
500-800 GeV range. More interestingly, our estimation gives the 
mass o f Z ' -boson in the range o f 489.2 - 573.9 GeV, which is 
accessible to experiments at low energies. These facts lead to 
enrichment in the phenomenology o f Z'-bosons and physics 
beyond the Standard Model will show up after the discovery o f 
the Z ' -boson.
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